
The Broken Hallelujah 
A Tale from The Hanged Man Club 

The man on the hillside drew his tiny flock of sheep close to him and his robes closer still as 
the winds came across the valley from the desert. He shielded his eyes as he watched, with 
more than passing amusement, as the strange little man guided his donkey along the dusty, 
rock strewn path far below. He appeared to the shepherd to be worryingly overdressed for 

the baking noon day sun. Strange words and shouts, seemingly directed primarily (but not 
exclusively) at the donkey, drifted up in a language that the shepherd understood not at all. 
“Mush, damn you! Mush!” 
 He seemed to be heading towards the tiny farmstead just outside the city walls, next to the small olive 
plantation. Eventually the shepherd’s gaze wandered away from the donkey situation and across the 
hill, further out from the city. Another three poor bastards going up today, and it looked like there was 
quite a crowd gathering. 

Calumny Jacobson knocked the desert dust from the folds of his wax jacket and kicked open the high 
bleached wooden gate. As he removed his wide brimmed hat, he turned and shouted out towards the 
donkey (which had seemed to decide that today was the ideal day to stare at an olive tree, fortuitously 
there were several to choose from in this place). 
“Wait there Petunia, I’ll get you a drink in a while!” 
He walked onwards, lugging his battered leather doctor’s bag on his shoulder and swept up a wine 
filled gourd which lay in the shade against the ancient well in the centre of the dust filled courtyard, 
glugging it down like a man who had not had anything to drink in several days – which indeed, in 
certain ways of calculating things, he was. 
An extremely short gent with skin the colour of mahogany wandered across from one of the furthest 
outbuildings, his beautiful multicoloured robes billowing out in the balmy wind. He waved across the 
courtyard, 
“Jacobson! How goes it? We were expecting you earlier!” 
“Bloody transport arse up, dear Vamana – absolute nightmare! Anything started yet?” The sun flashed 
across his small round sunglasses as he continued to knock the dust from his boots. 
The dwarf stroked his black luxuriant beard and shook his head. 
“No, not yet. We seem to have had all of the preliminaries in their right and proper order. They’re just 
nailing him up – poor bugger. There’s cake inside.” 
Calumny Jacobson carefully took his coat off, folded it and threw it on the floor (the dwarf noticed, 
but did not comment on the fact that Jacobson had a second coat on, identical to and previously 
underneath the one he had just discarded). He clasped the dwarf avatar by the arm and the two of 
them walked on to the main building. 



Inside was rather chaotic, as these things often were. The room was full of a multitude of differing 
folk – some busily involved in their own tasks while others sat around, appearing indifferent to the 
bedlam going on around them. Calumny Jacobson spotted Sam at a table in the corner connecting up a 
Bakelite Redifusion television to an aspidistra that was slightly too large for its pot. Purple Derek was 
in the centre of the room and waved when he saw Jacobson, he was checking incoming data from a 
constant stream of ticker tape which was pouring forth from the mouth of a mummified head of a 
Pharonic Master Builder, held steady on the plain wooden table with elastic bands and a couple of 
wedges of edam under its chin. Several other members of The Hanged Man Club were hurrying 
about, setting things up for the unfolding events. The Old Guard were here of course (it being only 
right and proper that they should be present when a new boy joined the ranks). Many of the 
Principalities and Powers were represented in the crowded room. Jacobson was surprised to see one of 
the truly Ancient ones (and in this company that was saying something), a Lion Beast deity having a 
fair stab at the Times crossword with Silvanus (still wearing his oak leaf cloak, despite the heat). 
Those two hadn’t seen eye to eye for quite a while – ever since the inglorious events of Baba Yaga’s 
last poker evening. It was a sign of the importance of the event Jacobson supposed, that so many old 
grudges and animosities had been put aside, even if only for a small time. 

He wandered over to Sam who was now sitting on an upturned wicker basket gaffer taping a Jovian 
vibe crystal to an upside-down umbrella in an ongoing attempt to get a signal through to a BBC Micro 
jury rigged onto a quite amenable giant tortoise named Clementine. She was fast asleep in front of 
Sam and serving the dual purpose of desk and hard drive.  Jacobson wiped the dust from his mirrored 
spectacles and, after fumbling around in the inside pockets of his rather crumpled suit, handed her a 
battered old flask of gin and tonic.  
“Thanks, where on this Earth have you been?” She swept her hair from her eyes as he scooped a 
couple of ice cubes and a slice of lemon from another pocket and dropped them into a glass for her.  
“Nowhere on this Earth – quite literally. Bloody donkey!” Jacobson furkled around in his leather bag 
and pulled out a decanter of pina colada.  “Do you have any idea how much paperwork you have to 
do to get a donkey through the Timpanic Dominions these days? Especially when there’s a major 
concordance like this going on!” He gave up trying to find a glass and gulped the pina colada straight 
from the decanter. 
Sam grinned at him as she tore the gaffer tape with her teeth and unspooled various wires from the 
umbrella handle to the BBC Micro. “I caught an Aether tram. Clear all the way – I’m clever me.” 
Jacobson stuck his tongue out at her. “Sod off! So, where are with this damned circus then?” 
She finished her gin and tonic and held it steady as Jacobson filled it up again. 
“Well, we’ve had a Moon of Blood – which was pretty – and that means this is almost certainly our 
guy. Possibly.” She squinted at the Bakelite Redifusion television that was acting (rather perfectly 

even if she did say so herself) as a monitor and tapped in a few more co-ordinates into the Sanskrit 



coding program the silicon shaman back at the Club had knocked up for the occasion. The tortoise 
sneezed, but the signal held steady. The aspidistra remained indifferent. 
Calumny Jacobson nodded, “Have we had a trio of things yet? There’s always a three of stuff at these 
shenanigans.” 
Purple Derek wandered over from a group of Inuit Ice witches, all carefully checking the outer 
divination paths using a five millennia old child’s skull and a set of Scrabble tiles. He ducked down 
under the wooden beam of the makeshift HQ (which was, in his humble opinion, way too low for his 
7ft tall latest body) and offered Jacobson a liquorice allsort as he checked his notepad. 
 “Word has just come through that his Apprentice has denied knowing him thrice Guv. Just after the 
Sanhedrin condemned him to death.” 
Jacobson scowled at Derek, “Why are you communicating in the form of a 1970’s Television 
Policeman? And why are you so tall again?” 
Derek grinned, “Thought I’d give it a go for a bit.” 
“Which one?” 
“Both” 
“Well desist. Immediately” The shorter man popped the black spiral of liquorice into his mouth, and 
smiled, “Looks like this is our man then.” 
A dishevelled old woman with features that seemed more lines than face wandered up, clutching a 
plastic tuppawear bowl full of salad. She hissed at Calumny Jacobson (who bobbed his black stained 
tongue out at her) and totally ignored the alarmingly high up Purple Derek as she grinned a toothless 
smile at Sam sitting in front of her, 
“Sister mine, tell me true – has the Inheritor of the Etruscans washed his hands as yet?” The accent 
was old Russian and had ice deep within it. 
Calumny sighed and pinched the bridge of his nose, “Why can’t you just say Roman? Everyone else 
says Roman you know. It’s only you that…. Ow!!” 
Jacobson grabbed his leg and backed away a little. 
Sam smiled behind her hand and bowed slightly to the old woman. “Yes My Lady Zima. This 
morning the Inheritor of the Etruscans washed his hands.” 
The woman picked a cherry tomato from her bowl and nodded as she tossed it into her mouth, “It is as 
it was, as it should be, and as it will be again.” She turned to Purple Derek, stared at nothing in 
particular, took the bag of liquorice allsorts from him and put them somewhere beneath her ragged 
tundra kissed robes, wandering off towards the busier end of the dilapidated farmhouse. Here several 
of the newly arrived Principalities and Powers were getting up to speed with things. Some checking 
charts, others consulting entrails of long extinct creatures, freshly poured from vacuum packed bags. 
Another small group in the corner was desperately shushing everyone, so they could listen to the 
Archers. Calumny Jacobson rubbed his shin, “Mad old bat. I need some air and another drink.” He 
hobbled through the crowded room and headed towards the door. 

*** 



“How long is this going to bloody last?” Jacobson furkled around in his bag for a corkscrew to open a 
nice bottle of Rioja he had won from the squirrel Ratatoskr after a gripping hour long game of Ka-
plunk. 
Just before the game, while Jacobson was searching for his longed for drink, and Purple Derek had 
been feeding Petunia the donkey a rather large Malibu and coke, the whole sky, from horizon to 
horizon, had gone pitch black dark. Sam had managed to set up an impromptu lighting rig using three 
propane gas cylinders, several metres of rubber insulated wire and a singularity particle drive, built 
from a sacred Scarab Opal and a couple of liquorice spirals, which Calumny Jacobson had eventually 
managed to wrestle back from the old woman with only minor injuries and frostbite on the end of his 
nose (he counted this as a resounding victory). 
Sam tapped away on her keyboard and doubled checked the result in the glowing television screen 
against those brought over from the ticker tape machine. 
 “About another hour, give or take.” She said as Jacobson triumphantly wielded the found corkscrew 
in the air and went in search of some decent Majorero goat’s cheese to go with the Rioja. 

There was not a great deal for any of them to do until word came through, in one form or another, so 
they drifted into various groups to catch up on gossip or reminisce about older times. Calumny 
Jacobson had managed, on his recognisance trip for cheese, to somehow locate three crates of   Clos 
de Griffier Vieux 1788 Cognac and an Atlantian Astrolabe named Veronica. He sat down and wiped 
the turquoise mud from his boots and produced a pack of playing cards from his coat cuff. 
“Any one fancy a quick game?”  
All in the makeshift camp knew better than to even consider taking up the challenge, and Jacobson 
sulkily stuffed the cards back into his coat. He banged the table in front of him in frustration, causing 
all of the cups upon it to shake. It took a few moments for those close by to realise that the cups 
continued to shake much longer than one would anticipate. Then everything else in the already 
ramshackle farmstead joined in shaking. From outside, the braying of Petunia was quickly 
overwhelmed by a great rumbling and booming. 
Sam tapped away at her keyboard furiously, “Earthquake Ladies and Gentlemen. Hold onto to 
something stable!” 
The whole thing lasted no more than three or four minutes and the farmhouse stood up remarkably 
well, considering it already bore the appearance that it had gone through several earthquakes before 
this one already. 
The mummified head of the Pharonic Master Builder was spewing out ticker tape readings at a furious 
rate, whilst Sam’s Bakerlight television screen scrolled numbers and symbols at an eye watering 
speed. Calumny Jacobson leaned in over her shoulder, 
“What’s going down old chum?” 
Sam cross referenced the Sanskrit in front of her with the information Purple Derek was shouting 
across the room as the ticker tape shot through his fingers, 



“Various reports coming in that most of the tombs in the area are breaking open. Hang on, one of our 
guys in the main Temple area is calling in that the great curtain there has ripped itself in two. Other 
than….” 
At that moment all of the machines in the room went dead. The recently set up emergency lighting 
chugged back into work mode and a strange silence filled the farmstead, even Petunia shut up (which 
was frankly unheard of). Jacobson slowly reached into his battered old doctor’s bag and retrieved a 
pair of industrial ear defenders which he had stolen from a perfectly amicable murderer in the 
Cacophonic Mines on Tweedle IV. Most of the rest of The Hanged Man Club followed suit and 
armoured up around the ear department. Sam sported a fetching pair of pink fluffy earmuffs whose 
appearance belied the perfect silence gifted within their sphere of influence by the various sigils 
glyphs and wards carved into their auroch horn surrounds. The Powers and Principalities, Demigods 
and other divine beings in the room created their own protection or simply didn’t give a shit as to 
what happened next. 

The noise would have been deafening. Every alarm that could go off, did go off. Even the ones that 
couldn’t go off joined in. Truly ancient Whale Gods (asleep for hundreds of eons in fault valleys so 
deep in the oceans that time rarely made its way down there) opened vast, anemone encrusted eyes 
and sent long beautiful song waves  upwards on heroic journeys to find out what all the bloody noise 
was about. Nebulos, the mythical sleeping Lord Protector at the centre of all galaxies mythically 
halted from his millennia long contemplation of the Seventeen Thousand Two Hundred And Three 
Point Six Symbols of Harmony, sat up, turned to his trusted bondsman Tresuban, and whispered 
through lips the size of solar systems “Did you hear that?” (Tresuban’s reply is not recorded, but is 
generally believed, by students of Things What Have Been Said By Tresuban, to have been: 
“Yes, now shut up and drink your coco.”) 
Calumny Jacobson tentatively removed his ear protectors when the various devices designed to 
measure such things suggested it was safe to do so, or at least the ones that hadn’t melted, exploded or 
got up and run away did.  
“Wow” he said, “Looks like he might be a Big One.” 
Many of the Powers and Principalities looked at each other a little nervously as the dust literally and 
figuratively settled in the farmstead. Sam rebooted the tortoise and set the Bakelite Redifusion 
television back upright. The aspidistra appeared to be totally unaffected by the whole incident (but 
then aspidistra were renowned for their sturdiness and militant atheism). Sam looked up for a second, 
“I wonder if he will be a god of War or a god of Love?” 
Clementine the tortoise slowly eased her head from inside her shell and looked around at the 
assembled dignitaries, 
 “All I ever learned from love was how to shoot somebody who out drew ya.” The head then slowly 
receded back into the shell.  
Jacobson stared at Sam, “What was that all about?” 



She shook her head as she re-tuned the channels on the television, “I’ve no idea, she recited a full 
recipe for spaghetti bolognaise earlier. There, all sorted.” 
Purple Derek rubbed powerful unguents into the paper cuts on his fingers from high speed ticker tape. 
Jacobson shook his head, dusted down his coat and wandered outside.  

He walked over to the huge gent who was gently patting Petunia and feeding her olives. The being’s 
muscles rippled as he stroked the donkey’s coarse coat. The darkness had dissipated and the bright 
sunlight glinted off the great horns of a long extinct bull which adorned his headdress. He teased at his 
long curled beard and blew on a fine Cuban cigar as he spoke to the little man in the long wax coat 
and small round sunglasses, 
“It is done then?” 
“Almost my Lord Hadad, almost. He will rest for a few days and then rise again, as is the way of your 
kind. Then no doubt Kings and Priests will squabble over him, for it seems his power will be beyond 
most of those that have gone before him. But yes my Lord, for all intense and purposes, our bit here is 
done.” 
Hadad blew smoke rings into the hot desert sky, “What do I care for kings and priests? I am only a 
God after all.” 
Calumny Jacobson smiled and knocked the cigar ash from his boot, “I notice you said kings and 
priests in lowercase there, but kept God in uppercase, my Lord.” 
The Storm God grumbled as only Storm Gods could and crushed the stub of his cigar into the dust of 
the courtyard floor. He looked over to the hill where the guards were already playing dice for the 
spoils of the afternoon’s entertainment. 
“He will shine, for a while. Then he shall fade, as do we all. Except for you and that club of yours 
Jacobson. The Hanged Man Club was old when I was born into the minds of my peoples, and older 
than I say just the same. How is that trickster, do you think?” 
Calumny Jacobson took a small ovoid out of his pocket and began unwrapping the silver thin foil like 
paper that enclosed it, “We simply keep busy I guess my Lord, there are always things for us to do, 
therefore we are always needed, therefore we always…… are.” 
 He held up the brown egg to the great God that towered over him as it began to slightly melt in the 
desert sun, 
“Would you like some chocolate?” 

************ 


